
We at Toyota Auto Body are carrying out domestic and overseas thinning of forests and afforestation activities 
to conserve forest resources and prevent global warming, as well as raise environmental awareness in every 
one of our employees.

romoting Green Activities in Japan and Overseas
Activity
Status

Basic
Policy

Forest thinning in Japan

 Support for Domestic Forest Making
We are carrying out environmental conservation activities with efforts 
in communities in Japan that serve as operating bases for our 
businesses, communities that are actively making forests, and also  
through coordinated thinning of forests.

 Support for Overseas Green Activities
We are coordinating with overseas companies in Indonesia to carry out 
environmental conservation activities through forest making. In addition, 
we are also making efforts to restrain illegal clearing of forest land, and 
give instruction on how to make a living instead by growing fruit
●Please refer to pages 68-71 for a special feature that gives details on green activities

Social Contribution Activities

We are Toyota Auto Body are promoting activities that place emphasis on environment areas in aiming to be 
an environmentally progressive company and also realize “harmony with the environment” as set forth in our 
basic principles.
From the position of being a corporate citizen, we are promoting activities that aim for the coexistence with 
our local communities as well as maintaining good relationships among other necessary matters and the 
trust from the communities that are the foundations for our businesses.

For the Environment

Community Relations

In order to fulfill our social responsibility as “good corporate citizen,” 
we are promoting green activities and activities to achieve coexistence with local communities. 
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Toyota Auto Body is making efforts toward activities to assure community safety and exchanges of opinion with 
local residents in aiming to be a company that is needed and trusted by the community. 

Coexistence With Local Communities

Our shuttle service being used
 and enjoyed for leisure and shopping

A Community Discussion Meeting to
 maintain good community relations

Support for the Elderly and Disabled to Get Outside in Our
      Welfare Vehicles
As the top manufacturer of welfare vehicles, we run a shuttle service 
(Odekakekun) for picking up and sending off wheelchair-bound disabled 
and elderly people. In FY2007, approximately 1,000 people used the 
shuttle service. 

6,800 People Participated in Our ST Campaign (Get to Know
     Toyota Auto Body) 
For people to understand the business activities of Toyota Auto Body, 
we are allowing people to tour our company.

Crime Prevention Activities Through Community Patrols
Toyota Auto Body is active in forming “ Community Crime Prevention 
Patrol Groups” by coordinating with communities to prevent high incidents 
of street crimes.

Community Exchanges Through Facility Observation Tours
We are holding meetings for exchanges of opinions and also meetings 
for community discussion action, as well as explanatory meetings on the 
environment and facility observation tours in order to achieve 
communication with everyone in our communities. We also have people 
in the community participate in events at each plant.

 Visit us at the below website address for information on Toyota Auto Body’s other social contribution activities.
     (Currently, only a Japanese version of this document can be viewed) 

http://www.toyota-body.co.jp/csr/contribution/index.html
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Click Please visit the below address for details on our support for domestic forest making.
     (Currently, only a Japanese version of this document can be viewed) 

http://www.toyota-body.co.jp/csr/environment/activities/domestic.html

Activity Targets and Our Communities

Our Activities

Natural environment conservation through forest thinning

Employee awareness and enlightenment for environmental 
conservation

1 Natural environment conservation through forest thinning
We supported forest maintenance by thinning forests and carrying out other activities in four previously non-maintained 
25 hectare areas in mountain forests. By 2012, we plan to support 103 hectares of mountain forest.

Aichi Prefecture
“Forest thinning model forest”

Kagoshima Prefecture
“Cooperative forest making with
 companies”

Kochi Prefecture
“Cooperative forest making”

Mie Prefecture
“Forest Making with our companies”

After forest thinning
Light poured down to the forest 
floor where foliage grows, and 
with more growth and trees, 
mountain soil is more stable 
because it retains more water. 
Forest thinning is extremely 
important for making healthy 
forests. 

Prior to forest thinning
Almost all light was blocked by 
the dense tree cover.
The forest’s original functions 
were not sustainable because 
the lack trees and growth 
resulted in less absorption of 
CO2, and also less water 
retention, thus water runoff and 
landslides would result. 

Results: A decrease of 210 tons-CO2  /up to 2007

For the Environment

Supporting Forest Making In Japan
In Japan, Toyota Auto Body is supporting forest making in Aichi, Mie, and Kagoshima 
prefectures which serve as the bases for the main offices and plants of Toyota Auto 
Body and our consolidated subsidiaries, and our supports also extends to 
communities making progressive efforts (Kochi Prefecture).
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Performing a survey of the health condition of the forest 
and confirming necessary maintenance.

Participating in this “Forest Health Check-Up”, I learned the importance of forest health that in protecting the 
basis of our lives, water, we must thin forests and plant trees.
In recent years, I began to become aware of ecology, and although I have been satisfied with using an 
eco-bag and carrying my own drinking bottle, I feel it’s necessary to be more open-minded and think 
ecologically in order to protect our forests and nature.
As an individual, I want to start acting and thinking for the environment, but by being able to participate 
easily in the company’s activities, I would like to participate again in the future.

Administrative Group  Yuki Takeda

2 Employee Awareness and Enlightenment for 
Environmental Conservation

Employees are achieving enlightenment in environmental conservation 
awareness through cultivating Kenaf and participating in “diagnosing 
forest health.”

A participant’s
 comment
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Activity Target and Communities

Our Activities

Natural environment conservation through forest creation 
and developing water resources
Environmental education for maintenance management of 
forest creation and developing water resources

Natural Environment Conservation By Sustaining Water Resources and Remaking Forests
In order to help others in making a living, we supported tree planting activities for growing trees that can be used for 
construction materials (mahogany, etc.) and fruit trees (avocados, etc.) for land repeatedly slashed and burned, leaving 
the land unable to naturally become fertile again.
Until now, we have planted 28 hectares and plan to give support for planting 120 hectares by 2010.

1 year after planting trees
Plant and tree growth restored 
through afforestation

Before planting trees
Forests were illegally cleared,
leaving devastated mountain 
regiplanting trees 

Jakarta

Forest area :
(25 times the size of Nagoya Dome)

Sukabumi Province, Indonesia

Click Please visit the below website address for details on support overseas green.
    (Currently, only a Japanese version of this document can be viewed) 

http://www.toyota-body.co.jp/csr/environment/activities/foreign.html

Result: A decrease of 235 tons-CO2 / until 2007

For the Environment

Supporting Overseas Green Activities
As our first step in overseas activities, we at Toyota Auto Body are coordinating with 
our on-site consolidated subsidiary P.T. Sugity Creatives Co., Ltd., in our five-year plan 
of expanding afforestation activities of “Forest of Toyota Auto Body Group” in Indonesia.
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Educating on the importance of protecting forests and planting trees.

I had intended to understand global warming through newspapers, but in becoming 
active in Toyota Auto Body’s forest, I gain a sense of the disparity of on-site residents by 
their homes, clothing, electricity, and actions. In nearby villages, I felt what it is like to 
finally be able to eat on a given day. In addition, when going into the forest I experienced 
firsthand the progression of global warming and the earth’s dryness by the site of red soil 
making river water brownish red from squalls and fields left bare by cutting the trees just 
to eek out a living day to day, even though it was public land.

Production Engineering Group  Mikio Watabe

Environmental Education Through Basic Agricultural 
Guidance

We supported holding seminars for farmers to educate farmers to 
make seedbeds, and not to engage in slash and burn agriculture. We 
are also supporting environmental educational activities for children 
who will engage in farming in the future.

A Participant’s
 Comment
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Contributing to Communities Through Our Group Companies

Life Service and Security Corporation
This company carries out activities and business for 
protecting the precious lives and property of our 
community and employees through traffic safety, and 
prevention of crime, disasters, and fire.

Formation and training of special self-defense fire units to be ready 
for outbreaks of fire and in the community and company.

Company profile

Head Office

Established
Paid-in Capital
Number of mployees
Main Business

100, Kanayama, Ichiriyama-cho, Kariya city, Aichi
Pref. (Part of the main office of Toyota Auto Body Co., Ltd.)

April, 2000
20 million yen
469
Office and social service facility management / 
security and protection administrative services / 
dispatching workers

For Society

Community Relations

We are making efforts to expand activities aimed to expand car culture  
and create communities that make living easier and that have social welfare.
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Life Creation Co., Ltd.
This company contributes to the growth of car culture 
through expanded activities that develop driving 
manners and skill, and also teaches proper handling 
of its RVs and SUVs through running an off-road 
course and a four-wheel training business.

Driving the Land Cruiser on an off-road course

Life Support Co., Ltd.
This company provides comprehensive support for a 
variety of needs in our aging society through services 
such as sales and rental of care goods, home help, and 
daycare services with the goal of providing care workers, 
the people who need care workers, and elderly people 
with support and solving of all problems.

Day service by our professional staff

Company profile

Head Office
Established
Paid-in Capital
Number of mployees
Main Business

16-1, Mukaiyama, Ibo-cho, Toyota City, Aichi Pref.
September, 1993
75 million yen
11
Off-road facility management

Company profile

Head Office

Established
Paid-in Capital
Number of mployees
Main Business

13-4,1-chome, Mikawa-Anjyo Minami-cho,
Anjyo city, Aichi Pref.
January, 1999
80 million yen
96
Selling nursing products, home help service
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